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2018 marked the tenth year of the BA Conference Europe.  There were a whole range of 

speakers, and during the conference I created a series of mindmaps.  I have collated these 

mindmaps into a single document.  I hope that you find this useful! 

Please keep in mind that these are ‘rough notes’ so you may well find mistakes and typos, 

and that they cover only a portion of what each speaker said.  There really is nothing like 

actually being there.  Do take a look at the BA Conference Europe website, and consider 

attending next year (https://irmuk.co.uk/events/business-analysis-conference-europe/) 

Please do pass this document on to anyone who you think would find it beneficial. 

Hope to catch up soon, 

 

Adrian 
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 SIR CLIVE WOODWARD
 DNA OF  CHAMPION

 Ability

 Talent alone is not enough

 Competitors have talent too

 So how do you leverage yours?

 Can't make someone something they are not

 Talented = showing skills

 Teachability

 Be a sponge not a rock  Passion for your subject

 Ability + Teachability

 "Winners in IT tend to win [in business]". Similar 
 in sport

 Bought team laptops

 Finding out who were sponges

 "Prozone".. cameras and analytics
 Saw the game in a different way

 Analytics for coaching

 Data, data, data, Data!

 Fastest?

 Cheaters?

 Resisted/reluctant

 Team being monitored!

 No more excuses!

 But then team used it too

 Analysed their own performance

 Changed coaching approach

 Team needed IT skills to do this

 But be careful, people might game the system  Qualify the stats first!

 Allows people to leverage their talent

 Question "who uses the software"

 Often people at the top don't use it...

 ...they get others to look at the data....

 ...and drift into becoming a rock...

 All levels need to be a sponge

 Coaching

 1. Imagine you're writing a book about what you 
 do (you and your team). What chapters?

 Title

 Picture

 How do you break down what you do?

 Divide book into chapters

 2. Apply 3D learning

 Discover

 Capture and share information and knowledge

 Based on chapters, sub chapters

 Out of your files into a common system the 
 team can work with

 Everyone understands

 Everyone can contribute

 Distil  Identify "keys" to success
 Bullet statements

 These are the things we have to get right

 Do

 How do we do these better than anyone else?

 How do we practice it?

 Not just training, translates to action

 4D learning...  Digitize

 Pressure

 Pressure

 Skill + Sponge + TCUP = Warrier

 TCUP Thinking Correctly Under Pressure

 Think it through in advance

 Individually

 Collectively

 Role play

 If this were to happen, this is what I would do

 Example

 Synchronized divers
 CN failed on 5th dive

 Others too...

 Thrown off...

 Trespasser  gets through security

 Security breach

 Distracted for 2.5 hours

 Blamed the trespasser

 But could have thought before...

 What would you do if you were delayed

 10 mins?

 60 mins?

 Etc.

 Relentless learning 5% looking into the future

 Attitude Skill + Sponge + TCUP + attitude = champion

 Assume nothing

 Relentless learning

 Enjoyment

 Punctuality

 Obsession
 Detail, detail, detail

 Get ahead

 ...etc...

 More  info www.hivelearning.com/clive



 CORRINE THOMAS
 DON'T GET CROSS GET 

 CURIOUS

 Importance of being curious

 Building effective relationships

 Manage stress

 Build resilience

 Challenges we face

 Misunderstanding of role

 Politics

 Unrealistic expectations

 Techniques, models and lenses

 SARAH curve

 Shock

 Anger

 Rejection

 Acceptance

 Hope

 Drama triangle

 E.g. BAs become "rescuers"

 But then this is expected...

 ..so they feel persecuted

 Step off the triangle

 What do we need to do together

 change to empowerment triangle

 Challenges (was persecutor)

 Creator (was Victim)

 Coach (was rescuer)

 Perspectives

 "How can I make it easy for them?"

 "What might be going on in their world that 
 might affect them?"

 "What is going on for me?"

 Exploring strengths & personality

 Personality

 Preferences

 Not fixed

 Can flex

 What are you good at?

 Strength "A pre-existing capability for a 
 particular way of having, thinking, or feeling that 
 is authentic and energizing to the user, and 
 enables optimal functioning, development and 
 performance" -- Linley

 What things do you love to do?

 What kind of work motivates you?

 Strength spotting

 Self observation  What energizes you?

 Ask others

 Speak to others

 Assessments / inventories
 Via institute

 Clifton

 Always working on your weaknesses can be 
 draining

 Work on strengths energizing

 Balance...  But focus on strengths

 SWOT

 Do  personal SWOT

 Beware of overplayed strength

 Apply BA techniques to your career

 Maintaining wellbeing

 There's always more that can be done....

 Emotions

 Transient Strength probably lead to top right

 Managing: Triad brain

 Pre-frontal cortex Executive decisions

 Amygdala
 Radar

 Senses, then sets off fight or flight

 Ventral Striatum

 Responding: Amygdala response

 Red mist

 Lose ability for clear thinking

 Raw emotions

 Responding: pre-frontal cortext Measured response

 Staying in control in the moment
 Breathing exercise

 Breathe out longer than you breathe in

 ...e.g.7/11

 Be present in the moment Notice what's around you

 Stress

 Individual, based on our own experience

 Stress response is homeostatic

 Preceived stress

 Moderate/short term

 Increased decision making and planning, 
 increased long term memory

 But too much and those things are balanced by 
 other hormones and reduce

 Good vs management vs toxic

 Escape, do something you love
 Read

 Go for a walk

 Changing your mindset

 Habits

 Gratitude

 Learning

 Comfort and Stretch
 Can do a little bit new every day...

 Too much pushes us into panic

 Key actions

 Know yourself

 Be curious about yourself and others

 Practice something
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 NEGOTIATION: A 
 PROCESS NOT AN EVENT

 S.W.

 Types of negotiation scenario

 Suicide

 Extortion/cyber security

 Kidnap "bad on bad"

 Siege

 High net worth kidnap

 Why negotiate

 Tease out tactical options

 Buy time

 Lower expectations

 Save lives

 Gain intelligence

 Have shown that you've tried

 Process

 Shortest negotiation SW has been involved 
 with: 45 mins

 Longest negotiation SW has been involved with: 
 5.5 years

 "Change what you can control, and influence 
 what you cannot"

 Think long term

 See past the desperation

 Arrive with a blank mindset

 Overcome unconscious bias

 Avoid all moral judgement

 "The more clearly we understand, the more 
 options we have"

 See it from their perspective

 Don't accept popular opinion
 Ask lots of questions

 Don't stick to what you believe

 Goals

 Isolate

 Communicate

 Earn the right to negotiate

 What is negotiation

 Not about talking, but listening

 Being interested in the other person

 Active Listening Skills (ALS)

 Who, what, why, where, when, how

 Open ended questions

 Empathy (not sympathy)

 Don't have to agree

 Can be a 2 way process

 Positive if they have empathy for you too

 Develop rapport
 Be careful saying "I understand". Do you?

 Find a safe subject

 Right mindset

 Use first name
 Drop into conversation

 If culturally appropriate

 "Getting into someone's head without leaving 
 an entry wound"

 Similarities with BAs

 If we get it right it's a cheaper option

 Recommend solutions

 Provide specialised skills that aren't always 
 understood

 Visualisation of what the solution will be like

 Work to deadlines

 Manage lots of different stakeholders

 Have to help people understand, to create 
 better options

 Provide information to help leaders make 
 decisions



 EMERGING 
 TECHNOLOGY & THE BA 

 OF THE FUTURE
 LAURA FIRTH

 VICKY WILSON

 Why worry?

 Changes in the world

 Ian Golding: extraordinary rate of change

 More likely to die of old age rather than 
 infection etc.

 Perceptions of time
 Tech means we can fit more in

 "This is the slowest moment you are ever likely 
 to experience in your life"

 Changes in insurance

 Few industries are as ripe for disruption!

 New entrants

 Small

 Nimble

 No legacy issues

 Lemonade: settle a claim in seconds

 But some insure cos slow to move  Risk averse

 Strengths of big established cos
 Expertise

 People

 Self driving cars: who is the policyholder?
 Software company?

 "Driver"?

 The adaptable BA

 Case study: VR

 BAs look at how VR could be used

 Use possible solution to identify potential 
 problems

 Need a new approach, not typical problem 
 solving

 Used gamification

 Used VR with business, glass lift, 20 storeys 
 high, rescue the kitten

 Remove people from their day job

 Generated ideas
 Simulating difficult and risky situations without 
 going there

 Different approach

 Taking tech and seeing what it could be used 
 for

 Relies a lot on soft skills

 Use tech to draw out new ideas and problems

 Not about forcing tech where it doesn't fit

 The traditional BA

 Case study: new telematics box
 Used established methodology

 Needed rigour

 Governance  & methodology

 Precise & robust

 Not something to hide behind

 Helps delivery of effective change

 The predictive BA

 Case study:geospatial

 Highly technical subject matter

 Knowledge of data analytics etc

 Providing more data to underwriters so they 
 can assess risk Provide more info at point of quote

 "enabling the future"

 See the possibility and the applicability for the 
 business

 Precision is important, perfection is not

 Conclusion
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 KEITH GORDON 
 14 HABITS OF HIGHLY 

 EFFECTIVE DATA 
 MODELLERS

 Why BAs should model data

 BAs are expert at models....

 ...why would we ignore data?

 Notations
 Ellis-barker notation  Designed for communicating with business

 UML
 Keith asserts research shows business people 
 hate UML

 Models are used to communicate

 With the business

 With the developers

 ...ideally the same notation

 7 strategic habits

 1. Know/understand your audience

 2. Communicate

 3. Question

 4. Iterate

 5. Think information, not data

 6. Think laterally

 7. Know when to stop

 Many right answers  (also wrong ones!)

 Many ways of modelling a particular situation

 Continue until it's good enough

 7 tactical habits

 1. Question candidate attributes

 Are they actually attributes?

 ..or are they relationships with other entity 
 types?

 More than 8 attributes, you've got more work to 
 do

 2. Think carefully about unique identifiers

 Not talking about keys; things in the real world 
 that are unique

 e.g. "department" may not be unique if same 
 department exists in multiple location

 simple identifier

 composite identifier

 hierarchical identifier

 surrogate identifier

 3. Entity types (or object classes) should 
 represent the underlying nature of the 'thing'

 E.g. Employee. Attributes of the employee, or 
 the person that became the employee?

 4. Activities and associations  should be 
 represented by entity types (or object classes) 
 not relationships

 5. Name everything

 Entity types

 Attributes

 Relationships

 6. Use subtyping. but use it conservatively

 Subtypes are disjoint (mutually exclusive)

 Hierarchy is complete

 Subtypes are immutable

 Can't be changed from one or the other

 "A personal hire agreement can't become a 
 corporate hire agreement "

 Don't use subtypes for things that change

 7. Model both top down and bottom up
 Top down

 Bottom up
 Document analysis

 Normalisation  3rd normal form

 Data model quality

 Use of language and adherence to syntax

 Meaningful language and adherence to syntax

 Degree of excellence

 Wholeness

 Balanced broad perspective

 Model

 Data modelling should always be a 
 collaborative effort
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 CRAIG ROLLASON
 BA BUCKET LIST

 5 THINGS TO DO IN YOUR 
 BA CAREER

 1. Find your calling

 BA is broad

 Strategic

 Tactical

 Can shape it

 Breadth is a good thing, but means it's hard to 
 describe

 What can you do to find your calling?

 Seek feedback

 Not just formal "twice yearly"

 From variety of stakeholders

 Interpret it: "What does this say about me as a 
 person"

 Mentoring
 e.g. IIBA UK mentoring scheme

 e.g. personal or professional friend

 Personality profiling  Or ask people that know you!

 Move jobs
 Different experiences, try things out

 Different cultures

 Personal visioning exercise

 Vision statement for you as an individual

 Look back and reflect: What are high points and 
 low points

 Spot patterns.. boil it dowm

 Look for work that aligns with your vision & 
 values

 Blockers to career development
 Loss aversion

 Locus of control
 "Things happen to me"

 ... so not owning development

 2. Find a great climate

 A climate that will help you grow

 National grid examples

 BA events

 Feedback system

 Career path including to other roles

 Coaching

 How to find a good climate?
 Model

 Think about where you are

 Trajectory to where you want to be

 Look for good leaders: aspirational/inspirational

 3. Develop killer capabilities

 Systems thinking

 Feedback loops

 What drives behaviour

 Bigger picture thinking

 Benefits networks (BDN)

 IT on its own does  nothing

 It's about the change that the IT drives

 Change management is crucial

 "Business case on a page"

 Political nous

 Can't "opt out" of politics

 Take a view

 We all try to influence all the time

 If we don't, others will!

 Facilitation skills

 Understand how people think

 4. Give back To the community

 5. Feel the fear... do it anyway

 Give it a go

 Manage the things that stop you moving 
 forward

 Peer pressure

 History
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 PERFECT YOUR PITCH 
 THROUGH RITUAL 

 DISSENT
 FILIP HENDRICKX

 Ritual Dissent

 A forced listening technique

 No dialogue or discussion.. initially

 Agree how to pitch it

 Nominate a spokesperson

 Spokesperson moves to another group and 
 explains idea

 Spokesperson turns back on group

 Group can then discuss
 Ascent

 Dissent

 Spokesperson takes feedback back

 Iterate

 Multiple rounds

 Summary of process

 More info  cognitive-edge.com/methods/ritual-dissent
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